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STUDENT COUNCIL STRIVES FOR CLUB ORGANIZATION
Advisors Group Proposed As Help To Co-ordinate
Activities 0/ All Extra-curricular Organizations

":JY

Wayne Fehr
The incoming freshman at Xavier is confronted with a multitude of activities to choose from. Ranging from the 117-yearold Debating Society to the more recent Flying Club, they
cover every facet of the University's life and offer to the
student a wealth of enjoyment and experience.

But, as activities multiply,
the task of supervising and coordinating them becomes more
difficult. This responsibility neeessarily falls to Student Council,
as the official representatives of
the sudent body. Last Monday,
Council attempted to meet the
problem of coordination of student activities by proposing a
new organization with this as
its specific purpose. The imposing title of the new body: The
Interorganization Advisors Group
(!.A;G. for short.)
The I.A;G. is being organized
by Student Council to act as
liaison between Council· and the
many campus clubs. As such, it
will be an autonomous .body in
its functioning, while ultimately
subject to Student Council's

At the deadline of this issue of
the News the forming of this
organization, which will require
an amendment of the constitution of council, had not been as
yet voted upon. It is hoped that
students who are interested in
seeing that the formation of this
body becomes an actuallity ·instead of a discussion win contact their elected representatives
before Monday and make their
views known.-Ed.

equivalents, of all recognized
campus clubs; a member of Student Council appointed by Council President; and the junior and
senior delegates of the National
Federation of Catholic Colleges
Students. The group will meet at
least once a month, and on such
other occasions as the Chairman
(the student Council appointee)
deems necessary. The Chairman
will give a regular report to
Student Council concerning plans
and recommendations . of the

Top Row (Standing): Pat Wiechman, Nancy Schraeder, Eileen Humphrey, Sylvia Long, Mary Ann
Newman, Mary Jean Fritsch, Kathy McCarthy. Middle Row <Kneeling): Wanda Franklin, Mary Loll
Broerman, Bernice Holtrup, Marilyn Keller, Mary Dirr, Carole Moser. Bottom Row (Sitting): Bobbette
Gunville, Pat Donovan, Eileen Dooley, Cay Bigefort.
,

llueen Announced
~~ :!:~: ~:.:E~~";.~tr: At Cleveland Club Dance Tonight

>I·~-~riilci.pal
purpcis~ o f . t h e - · H o t n e c o · m i n g
new group 1s to coordinate the

'.,[,

0

Fr. Wenzel
To Moderate
jurisdiction. The Administration
has appointed Rev.. John J.
Wenzel, S.J. as faculty moderator.
The · group's organization is
designed so. that all the students
engaged in co-curricular and
extra-curricular activities on
campus are represented. 'l'he
members of the I.A.G. are the
Presidents, Chairmen, or their

fulfill thlS purpose m var1ous
ways. One valuable duty will be
to help the Social Chairman
arrange the yearly social calendar for the university. Since .the
!.A.G. represents all the campus
activities, it will ·be able to take
into account all the conflicting
interests and events and to correlate them fairly. The result
(Continued on Page 8)

Masque Society Initiates
Season With Elections

by Thompson Faller

The 1957 Homecoming Queen will be announced tonight at the Cleveland Club Dance. From
the 17 beauties who made their debut last Friday, the Queen and her court were chosen by
a closed ballot on Wednesday and Thursday of this week. Her majesty will reign over the
Marshal-Xavier game on November 2 and also the Homecoming Dance that evening.
The dance again will be held in two locations on campus. Don Lackey and his 18 piece orchestra will entertain in the fieldhouse, while the armory will
rock and roll with the dixieland
melodies of Bobby Keys.
Tickets for this dance will be
sold in South Hall starting on
Wednesday, October 23, and ending Thursday, October 31. Reservations can also be made in South
Hall to Paul Haley and his aides.
The themes for the float decorations according to the Home-

coming Committee will be Welcome Home Grads, the MarshalXavier game itself, or the Apostleship of Prayer: Sacred Heart
Badge, Pope's Intention, or Worldwide Intentions.
'
In addition to the prizes named
last week, there will be given a
$15 award to the most humorous
float. However, no float can win
two prizes.
The football field and stadium

Progra1n

Clef Club Readies For
Cathedral Dedication Mass

by Brian Brumner
Under the direction of their able Masque S o c i e t y introduced
new director, Mr. Otto KvapU, "theater-in-the-round" for the
the Xavier University Masque first ·time here at Xavier when
Society swung Into gear at their they presented George Kaufman's
~nitiatecl
first general meeting of the year. hilarious If Men Played Cards
Dr. Cormac Cappon, assistant
Officer.
As Women Do and, in a more professor of classical la?'lguages,
First on the ··agenda was the serious vein, ..The Old Lady has initiated a new radio proelection of officers. Jim Dusa- Shows Her Medals.
. gram heard Saturdays from 5:10
blon, last year's president, preProduction
p.m. to 5:25 p.m. on WCPO. The
sented the new president, Tony
title of the program is "Words,
Mr;
Kvapil
also
announced
that
Schmidt, with the gavel. Tom
Words, Words." It deals with
the
first
major
production
of
Gressler was elected vice-presietymolbgy of words that have a
dent and Mary Lou Broermann . the year to be presented in the timely significance.
early
part
of
December
would
be
filled the post of secretary.
The Taming of the Shrew. This
Candidate
show
will be .the first producImmediately after the elecDr. Joseph Link, associate protions, the Masquers selected Miss tion along classii;al lines to be
Bobette Gunville, a very charm- presented at Xavier in many fessor of economics at Xavier
ing young lady from the Xavier years.
University, will be general chairman of the Twelfth Annual High
University Evening College, as
Nest
their candidate for Homecoming
Tryouts for "The Tamlnr of School Safety Institute to be
Queen.
The Shrew" will be held In held November 23 at the CincinTV
South Ball Theater on Monday, nati Central High School.
_ Next Mr. Kvapil took the floor October 21, and Tuesday, Octo·
and outlined the plans for the ber 22, from 1:30 to 9:00 p.m.
coming year .. In addition to the In addition to actors, the Masque
Fr. Hugh B. Rodman, S.J., astwo major productions, the group Is In _need of a Urhtlnr deslrner, sistant dean, has distributed
plans eight television appear- set dnJrner, a&qe manarer, pro· "How to Read ·a Text Book"
ances, and two ,productions "in- duetlon aulstaat, and an1one elH pamphlets to all members of the
. the-round." L·a st May the who 11 lnteratea· la ataperaft.
freshman class.

Another Honor

New Text

will be decorated by the Buckeye Club under the direction of
Bill Stefani.
Information concerning any· aspect of the Homecoming festivities can be obtained from Jerry
Welch, General Chairman, or any
of his committee. All final news
concerning the Queen and the
other attractions of the Homecoming week-end will appear in
next week's issue of The News.

by Vince Martin
Xavier University's Clef Club,
which now boasts 38 new members, has b"een hard at work these
past few weeks preparing music
to be sung at the Dedicatory
!\lass in Cincinnati's recently remodeled Cathedral. The club will
be under the direction of Mr.
John Fehrlng who is famed for
his work with local high school
groups.
The ceremonies will take place
on November 8, which has been
officially declared College Day
in the Archdiocese by the Most
Reverend Archbishop.
Also participating in the dedication will be Xavier's Sodality
and . representative 'groups from
Catholic colleges in the city.

Preparation for this Mass baa
temporarily sidelined the Club'•
planned rehearsals of this year's
program which will include the
score from the Broadway musical
smash hit, "The King and I," and
many Fred Waring arrangements.
Also under consideration are
tunes from the all time favorite,
"Oklahoma."
Members will 1ppear at all but
formal concerts in Clef Club
blazers, which bear the school
emblem and add greatly to the
prestige of the Club and the University. The blazers, worn by the
members for the first time last
year, are largely the result of
the efforts of former club president Tim Garry.
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CHEERS
It might be good to preface the following remarks with t~is
thought. Though everyone has both a good and a bad traits,
the good should always far outnumber the bad.

• • • • •

Sy~phony

OBITER DICTA

We wish to offer our heartiest congratulations to the Xavier
Band the special group of ROTC students, and anyone else
who ~as in any way responsible for that excellent half-time
display at the XU-UC game. The finale of that show was one
By Dan Herlla
of the best we've ever seen. The sight of it caused one of the
sideline spectators to comment, "Cincy.may.have their massiv,e
band and impressive number o~ march.mg ~irl~, but they wont
come close to this display." This cert~mly isn t tC! say that the
Cincy band didn't put on one of their usually fme show~. It
was just that Gill Maringer and his crew put forth a particu- According to reports thousands, perhaps even millions of
larly sterling effort.
men have been religiously revitalized because of the efforts
• • • • •
·of a Mr. Billy Graham. Americans, along with the others thus
Next in the order of merit are the teams of both universities. affected, and few were missed according to the glowing pressThey certainly made the game one which will long be remem-. . reports of his visit, have in many cases turned from the
be red on both sides of the fence. Both coaches aJ.W to be con- neurosis of materialism to the which will ~ proof positive of
gratulated for the sportsmanship of their teams.
n e u r o s i s · of spiritualism.· Mr. God's love for him and of his

• • • • •

Pr.eview
By BiU Dl.que
Today and· tomorrow, .the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra will
present the United States' debut
of a young pianist Yury Boukoff.
Mr. Boukoff's debut and first
public appearance occurred at
the age of eleven in his native
city of Sofia, Bulgaria; He first
studied under D'Yves Nat at the
Paris Conservatory, and later
under Marguerite Land and
George Enesia. The pianist has
appeared in Poland, China, Germany, Austria, England, Yugoslavia, France and Canadi!, and
has .played under such conductors as Hans Knappertsbusch,
F~rdinand Leither, and· Igar
Markevitch. Westminister, H.'M.V.
(His Master's Voice,) and Philips
are the recording companies by
which Mr. Boukoff has 1been
recorded. His virtuousity is attested by the numerous awards
and prizes he has won. Natiortal
Bulgarian Competition, International G e n e v a Competition,
Marguerite Lang-Jacques\ Thibaud Competition, the Diemer
prize, and the Queen Elizabeth of
Belgium prize. For his· performance here, Yury Boukoff has
scheduled Se r g e · Prakofieff's
"Concerto No. 3 in C maor, for
piano and orchestra."

Graham teaches Evangelicalism great conv~rsion.
of the good old-fashioned vari·
ety·.
The spiritual revival that has
resulted from his preaching
echoes when given a good whack
with reason. It is a revival of
spiritual introspection, not of
true piety. From the problems of
business, the general world situation a n d alphabet bombs
America now turns to the comforting couch of religion. The
emphasis is not on what is
Published weekly during the school year except during vacaUon perlodll by Xavtu
believed but on the believing.
University, Hamilton County, Evanston, CJncJnnaU, ObJo. fl.SO per year.
Entered as second class matter October 4, 11441 at the Poet Office at
The doctrine comforts, persuades
CJnclnnaU, Ohio under the Act of Mareb 3, ll'lt.
and makes man happy ibut the
EDITOR-IN-ClllEF ...................................................................................................... Bob Que,nan, 'IJD
doctrine is not the consideration.
EDITOR El\IERITUS ..........................................................................................................8111 Poole, 'Ill
This extreme introspection is
MANAGING EDITOR ................................................................................................ Frank MeGee, '1111
nothing new to man's religious
ASSOCIATE EDITORS ................................................Bob Frommeyer, 'GI, Ma'rt,. Ro1aa, 'Ill
history. In early Victorian sociCOMPOSING EDITOR .................................................................................................... 8111 MHon, '60
BUIUNESS MANAGER .............................................................................................. Ed Sellroeder, 'llD
ety an almost morbid subjectivThor Johnson and the CinCOUNCIL CORRESPONDENT............................................................................ Don Barnllor.t, '39
ism is seen.
FEATURE WRITERS ..............................................................Wayne Fehr, '.59, Vlnee Martin, '60
cinnati
Symphony Orchestra will
Today it is a type of the "New
SCIENCE EDITOR............................................................................................................ Roa Wll•e, 'lll
perform thre~ orchestral works.
STAFF ASSISTA1'T8 ................................................................................................ lerr,. Tarner, '119,
Piety" described by Harry C.
But this introspection and ·
Vince Martla, '60, Bill Mason, '60, Bob Carr, '00, Ml•e Ma.rklewles, '61 Tom
Meserve in the "Atlantic Month- emotionalism cannot hold the The opening selection is the
Llsterman, '119, Denny Doherty, '61, Lou Ba1e1meyer, •oo, Tom Cahill, •oo
ly." Mr. .Meserve describes this thinker. Thus after a short time thoroughly delightful "Roman
8PORT8 EDITOR ................................................................................................................ Ed Adami, '60
form as the "emotional shock Mr. Graham's preaching is de- Carnival Overture, Opus 9" by
SPORTS WRITERS ........................................................ Bob Novak, '119, Don Fenton, '58, laek
Gardner, 'llD, lohn Dumbaeher, '00, lack Adams, 'OJ, Paal Ritter, '81
treatment type." Men find com- serted either in pursuit of some- · Hector Berlioz. Following interCARTOONIST................................................................................................................ lerr,. Tarner, 'IJD
fort in this "personal" religion thing higher or to return to the mission time, conductor Thor
FACULTY MODERATOR ................................................................Rev. Ea1eae F. lllaa1old, 8.1.
because, although they may not old ways. The man who is ever Johnson will conduct a perforadmit it, Mr. Graham's teaching so minutely aware of the ques- mance of a work iby Gottfried
rejects ·reason. It makes man tions which life constantly raises von Einam called "Capriccis,
totally helpless, incompetent to does not find solace in his own Opus 2." Following intermission
guide or direct himself in any of spiritual feelings.· He realizes time, Dr. Johnson will conduct
by Frank McGee
his life's activities. Man is given that there is a gap to be bridged a performance of Ludwig von
Currently featured at the Palace theatre here in Cincinnati, a force, an encompassing and" all and that reason alone cannot Beetoven's mighty "Symphony
is a movie entitled "The James Dean Story." This motion protecting arm to cower 'within make the arc to the answers. No. 7 in A major, Opus 92." One
of Beethoven's works. Today's
picture is a very unusual and unique presentation. Unusual and it makes him feel good.
But what is niore important is
in the sense that there are no actors in .the movie itself. The
The fervent followers of Mr. that he does not limit his experi- concert will commence at 2 p.m.
people involved in the show are actually persons who were Graham's gospel have ibeen ence within the artificial limits and tomorrow's concert will
closely associated with the late James Dean himself. Another duped. And they are radiantly of Evangelicalism. He knows begin at 8: 30 p.m.
unusual aspect of the picture is that James Dean is only in ·happy in their land of the Locust. that the rejection of thought is
the movie to the extent that his photo is flashed on the screen How comforting it is to be an imbalance of man's nature
whenever he is being commented on, except for a few cuts emotionally stirred by age old and can never satisfy his search,
from some of the movies he had appeared in when he was p h r a s e s of doctrine which his need for a final happiness.
living. The Cinema is performed in the narrative form.
through the oratorical ability of
The thinker cannot accept this
The movie starts out by giv- on his mind. He said that Jimmy a young man suddenly spring to
Any student who has talents
ing the viewer the sensation of had more than once said he life with meaning just for me. "emotional shock treatment." He
driving down a highway and would like to be an actor, and But they have been duped just knows that the solution is a in the field of clay modeling or
coming to a peaceful farm town adding to this fact was that he the same, ·because Evangelicalism balance, that it is reason sup- similar arts should get in touch
in Indiana called Fairfield, the had won a speech contest at the fails. It fails for two reasons. plemented and brought to the . with Fr. Ratterman immediately.
hometown of the· late star. As Fairfield High School. "Jimmy First, its introspective, subjective supernatural by revelation in It would seem as though Father
the camera slides through the was always engaged in the ath- character does not bririg men to Divine dogma. There is a har- has a very interesting project
small streets of Fairfield, it Ietic activities that the school Christ or Christ to men but mony there which cannot 1be started. A person experienced in
focuses on the little farm house sponsored, in spite of the trouble · brings men to themselves. It is, found in the teaching of Mr., the clay modeling field would
come in quite handy we are told.
of Dean's grandparents. This is he had in breaking 13 pairs of as Newman describes such treat- Graham or those of his school.
the house in which he lived most glasses a year."
ment of the Gospel, a "specious
of his short life. His actual parIn the next scene, the day had idolatry."
ent!I passed on when young come. Young Dean at the age of
The follower of this tenet is
Jimmy was only 7.
19, was ori the way to New York, , not simply communicating with
The narrator actually inter- to see if he could get into the God when he prays to Him.
by E. s. Edelmann
views the old couple who reared entertainment business. The only Rather he is now an observer.
Jimmy, ond they both expres!I ~heatrical experience he received An observer of his feelings, his
their views on how Jimmy acted m New York was that of walk-. disposition toward what is spir- Sunday was a three ring circus which,. lasted from 5:00 p.m.
towards them. "He treated Us ing up and down Times Square, itual.
to 9·30 p.m. During this time no less than three "Spectaculars"
just as if we were his own and looking at the Marquees
Following from . Evangelical- wer~ presented. Running through them chronologically. Micmother and father," was their with such names as: Judy Holi- ism's emprisonment of man with- key Rooney portrayed a sometime marionette named Pirraccomment. The camera then goes day, Gregory Peck, and Van in himself is the scorning and chio who should· have had his strings cut and joints glued
to meet the little cousin of James Johnson. Near Times Square numbness done to reason, cre- before the show began. At any or songs they made famous-Dean, who is called Marci. Little was a certain night club in which ated by its total reliance on the rate, Rooney's quasi rigor-mortis which was about as interesting
' Marci only commented that young Dean was seen constantly, emotional aspect of man. Where- set our teeth on edge enough to as readlnr the first pare of a
Jimmy had treated him just like The audience next enjoys an as the age, scientific and techni- be prepared for the next bit.
nickel annlvenal'J card. Suma brother.
interview with the comical owner cal as it is, loses the supernatuEdsel eame f~rtb with its bone- mlnr up: you saw It all before
After these two short inter- of this night spot, and his head ral, this faith is without the collar grill looking either like If you paid admission to see
views, the narrator comes in waiter who was Dean's favorite fortification reason gives to re- a pair of nostrils uplifted b1 a "Blrh Society."
contact with Jimmy's high school choice. They both told in a vealed doctrine. There need be revolted flower breeder. The proHappy Birthday to the corporteacher. "Jimmy was well likP.d whimsical way of the trials and no understanding in this relig- rrain manared to be a bit better ate entity, Viva the profit motive,
ion. In fact it would rather ruin
by everyone, even though he tribulations of the young star.
When young Dean's first break things. If man had· to sit down than CBS's last "hure" "Cres· and gee-isn't-it-fun-to-be-exwasn't the best of students." was
did occur, he was a "star" in a and figure out the meaning and cendo," malnl1 by the efforts of 'ploited • by - somebody-as-big-asher comment.
traffic safety film. From this glorious implications of a 'Trin- • relaxed Frank Sinatra. Bow- Jersey-Standard. Thus did the
ever, the 1bow ran out of 1a1 ten above· mentioned celebrate their
The next person interviewed, and the influence he made on a
was one of Dean's closest friends certain actor's studio in N.Y. he ity, of a Resurrection, indeed of minutes before the final curtain seventy'- fifth anniversary. The
and also his employer. He said promptly rose to fame. Even the Holy Eurcharist he would be as Slnatn, ltosemal'J Cloone1, same old son1 sun1 by a group
that Jimmy was always lonely, though Jimmy did make it to defeated and abandon the task. and Bins Cro1b1 ladul1ed them- of theatrical luminaries and a
So he sits and watches himself, selves In their own e1omanlacal few lower-echelon vice presiand seemed to have som~thing
(Continued on Pa1e 8)
he looks for that inner feelin1 pUllon of lllllla1 the tint U..
(Continued on Pa1e 8)
•

Another group of bouquets must go to the organizations who
sponsored the dances after ~~e ga~e. The. one held at Castle
Farm was certainly a boost m public relations departm~nt for
Xavier. It was remarked by many who were at the affair both
in attendance and observation that this was one of the best
dances ever held at Castle.
•
So far as we are able to tell the 1eneral and overall behavior
of Xavier's finest was certainly worthy of the title, "Men of
Xavier."
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Clay Enthusiast
Sought . By Dean

THE T.V. VIEWER
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The Night Side of The News

by Paul Flemin1

'

Dr. Howard G. Schultz joined
the faculty of Xavier Evening
College this fall. A full time professor at the Evanston campus,
Dr. Schultz conducts a class in
personnel management at the
Evening College on Monday evenings.
A former resident of Cincinnati, Dr. Schultz returned here
from Pittsburgh in September.
He resides at 2010 Seymour
Avenue, Swifton Village, with
his wife, Christine, and their
two sons, Robert and Paul.
X.U. Gnd
Dr. Schultz received his Doctorate in Economics from the
University of Pittsburgh. He
holds a Bachelor of Science from
Xavier and a Master of Arts
from the University of Cincinnati. He was formerly President
of the Order of Artus ( an honorary econ o mi cs fraternity).
When he left Pittsburgh, he was
currently Vice-president of Pittsburgh's chapter of the Xavier
University Alumni Association.
After serving in World War II
and the Korean Conflict as a
pilot of .both twin engine aircraft and gliders, Dr. Schultz
now holds the rank of Captain
in 'the Air Force Reserve.
Bobbles
Dr. Schultz's diversional interests are in the fields of philately
and numismatics (the collection
and study of coins and stamps).
Concerning Xavier Evening

"THE GOBLIN'S JAUNT"
DAY RIDE
Sunda1 Nl1ht, October 11
Winton Woods
Spomored by XILES
XILES Admitted Free
Non...XILES donate $.75

Fall Hayride
Pla11s Final

them."

TUXEDO
RENTAL

Final plans for the Hayride to
be held on October 27 have been
arranged. The truck will leave
Winton Woods Riding Stable,
100073 Daly Road at 7 :30 p.m.
sharp. Cokes will be available
for the thirsty lot, but the food
must be prepared In advance by
those attending this affair. Those
needing a ride out to W1-on
Woods must leave their name at
the Evening College office or
contact Mary Ann Rawe, Lois
Mollque, or President, Dick Glass• meyer. Members with cards will
be admitted free while non-members will donate 75 cents. The
hayride will be over by 12 midnigh~.

*
LANDEN, LTD.

l11•ri1i'1
P•ar•••J
The Drug Store Clo1est To

606 Yine St.

Xavier University

PAl'kwa1 l·'IHI

3618 Mont1ome17 Roa4

MEirose 1-3708

The Coed
We've heard some interesting
little bits of news about some
of our fellow students lately.
One Friday evening we passed
outside of the typewritting class
on the third floor and couldn't
resist peeking in. Our heart
goes out to the lone boy we saw
sitting in the midst of what
looked to be twelve good-looking
girls. Poor guy?
And there are the two girls in
the marriage course on Thursday
evenings who always try to sit
in the back of the room whose
occupants are predominately of
the male gender.
We happened to meet a young
man the other night who has
only eight months to go to complete his course for his degree.
He had just received "Greetings"
from a relative.
You can't •be too certain what
will happen at a dance on the
Evanston campus. Last Friday, a
young,unsuspecting, EC coed of
social personality walked into
the Armory and was selected by
student organization representatives to be their candidate for
Homecoming Queen.
Our motto still is "Don't be a
social outcast. Join the XILES."

Marterie Here
For Cadet Ball
...............""_.......................... ffY>f... -

"In re this matter of Good Tutt," uld Mr. Funk to bit MCretary, ''take a ddDltloa...
"Taste: aenutlona ••• excited ••• b)' tbt •••
action of the cuatatoey nerv• •• ,"
"And add this," put In Mr.
"Tutt:
the faculty of • ; • appreclatfns the
beautiful •••"
"That," said Mr. Funk, "wra111 It up. llr.
Wagnalla, wDl :vou join mt In a C.-.oolaT''
"So good In tute •••"
.
"And ••• In 1ucb 1ood tilttl!'

WaPaui.

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
.Bottled !Hider authority of 1he C:...c:ol9 eo.,a.., •r"
TllE COCA-COLA 90ftLING

woau

COMPAIO'

The Mllltary Ball, one of the
blrsest social events of the year,
will be held November 23 at the
Topper Club.
The Ralph Marterie Orchestra,
one, of the biggest bands in the
country, has been contracted for
the night. In order to secure
such a well known band a vote
was taken among the students as
to whether they would want to
.pay $1.00 extra. 8-1 were the results in favor of Ralph Marterie.
All R.O.T.C. students will receive their invitations for the
$1.00 for which they voted. All
non-military students are in.vited
to attend. Tickets can be purchued after November 1 at the
military department for $5.00 a
couple.

An lntervieiv

Police Chief Cites Many Benefits
Of Education for Probatio11aries
by Mary Anne Marlin
. ~olon!'!l St~nley ~· Schrotel! better known to the City of
Cmcmnatl a.s its Chief of Police, greatly encourages night
school. He himself obtained his degree in law at night school
bef?r.e h~ became Ch.ief. He believes that pre-employment
trammg 1s of utmost importance to the recruit, so he listed
some of the major subjects a
would-be policeman should consider.
Colonel Shrotel stated that "a
policeman must comprehend and
be able to use the English language intelligently with all
members of society, regardless
of their social or economic status.
He must understand the, traditions of democratic government
and know he history of its e\'olution.
"Certainly he must respect the
dignity of man himself and the
· laws that regard all human
beings with a presumption of
innocence. Civics helps him to
fully understand and appreciate
our tri-parte system of government.
"A knowledge of the 'basic
sciences can enable 1him to sight
impor.tant technicalities as long
as he doesn't consider himself an
expert in his own eyes. He will
be able to understand what
evidence is, how to collect it,
how .the secret that it holds can
be presented for usage in court.
"Psychology teaches what moHvates man to do what he does
anct helps him to appreciate
stimuli and responses. Sociology
aids the policeman in exploring
man's behavior in society. To
get the solution of a crime, the
job is to utilize two elementspeople and things." The Chief
further explained, "Crime is
committed by people, observed
by people, but committed through
the agency of things. With the
solution acquired, the policeman
must present in court sufficient
evidence to prove that the person arrested is guilty beyond
reasonable doubt and to the
highest degree of moral cer-

':.:·;·.·'

Col. Schrotel
tainty."
Recognized as one of the best
municipal law enforcementbodies in the United States,
Colonel Shrotel's Police Department was recently featured in
Life magazine. His simple explanation to· the success of his department is to be found in the
abiliy of his force o prevent the
crime 'before it happens.
(Ed note: To bear out what
Colonel Schrotel states regarding
ing evening colle~e education is
the fact that two greater Cincinnati policemen are currentl11
enrolled at EC. Donald F. Kramer, patrolman for the Cincinnati Police Department, is taking courses in philosophy, abnormal psychology, and labor
relations. Harry L. Browarsk11,
Norwood PoHce Department, ia
enrolled in two Engisl~ cour1es
and in general psychology.)

"OPINIONN AIRE''
By Pai Wiechman
This week we decided to find chose Xavier because it is a Cathout why some of the Evening olic institution. He, too, went
College students chose Xavier elsewhere before coming to XavEvening College for their edu- ier, but is decidedly more satiscation.
fied with our Alma Mater. Ernest
Charlie Serser of the Account- is majoring in Business Admining Dept. of Erring Hall Marvin istration.
Safe co. told us that his main
Ruth Westerkamp, an employee
reason was the fact that he is of C. G. & E.'s Credit Dept., came
Catholic and therefore wanted a to Xavier .because its location
Catholic college. Charlie also wa:i convenient to her downtown
cited Xavier'a high scholastic office. Ruth takes General Psyrating as a deciding factor.
chology.
Joy Sheehan, who is a secre- . Robert .Soaper, ~ho is in. ~is,
tary to the Licking Valley Girl last. year a~ a ~usme~s AdmtnISScout Council, is taking Philos- trahon maJor, is assistant manophy. Joy thinks that Xavier is ager ~f the Eastbourne Garaie.
the best. She went to another Bob,_ h~_e s~ many others, cho~e
Xavier mamly .because he 11
. th oug h h e a d m1'ts th a t
last year but prefers the
. teachers C a th o11c,
and methods of teaching here at . \at th e t'1me, h e b eian h'1s s t u.d'ie11
XUEC
· · · ·
~the cost of education at Xavier
Emest Thomas, a clerk-corres- as compared to other ·schools wu
pondent at Uookwood Pottery, a prime factor.

Two Mighty Good Men To Know
20 Yean Experi1nc1
MUFFLERS
CAR-LIFE
GUARANTEE
INSTALLEDFREE

BRAKES
RELINED
$17.50
AND UP

MUFFLER MAN-THE-BRAKE MAN
3858 Montgomery Rd. (Norwood) ME 1-6832
Dual Exhaust. Systems • Sold Installed
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T
SOUTH HALL Underdog Xavier To ROppose
O'C
A
Of Moderator of XU
QUARTERBACK
by Joe Petrocelli
If you were to look at the record of Detroit's Titans last seaeV.
. ORROr
SSUffleS
son, you would probably be inclined to view tomorrow's tilt
with this team as certain "romp" for the Musketeers. Nothing,
however, could be farther from the truth. ThOugh the Titans
~
were only victorious in two of their ten encounters·Iast season,
by Jack Adam
their last in the MVC, by the way, they built up during that
The resignation of Athletic Director Al S
season ·a fine football squad which this year has given a more about a change in the athletic department of
than credible account of itself.
sity, and provided for the creation of two new
With nineteen returning letter--·- - - - - - - - - - - posts. Rev. Edward J. O'Connot, S.J., no relativ
men bolstering their team, U.D. Detroit football.
has managed to down Marquette
They hope to' correct this by President, was recently appointed to the Xavie
o 4-o) and Wichita (28 _0). Their the installation of a new Wingedof time it will

By Ed A.dam•, Xavier New• Sparta Editor
There by the bench
On the Xavier side
M1ere throughout the game
Did our coach reside,
There by the bench
Lay a handful of hair
For Harry "The Mick"
Did his standing there.
(Anonymous)

• • • • •

r.rhe only appropriate post-mortem on the UC affair would
be stone silence. But since it would have been improper to
leave the first three or four inches of this column vacant, we
attempted to epitomize the gloom by means of the above
"pome."
We might have headed the column cheerfully with the
favorite expression of the Brooklyn (pardon) Los Angeles
Dodgers, "Wait 'till next year." However, the saying is as
worn out as the Ebbets Field scoreboard and fails, even
slightly, to mitigate the Xavier feeling of despondency.
We might have offered our condolences to the families
of those Musketeer followers who jumped into the river Saturday night muttering something about bets.
We might h~ve expressed congratulations to the victorious
Bearcats, but, contrary to the evident good will between the
universities, congratulations don't come easy. Granted, the
'Cats looked tough, but not unbeatable. For X should have
lost, not by the unrepresentative margin of nine points, 23-14,
but by a far more indicative score, say 16-14. The argument
is borne out clearly by game statistics.
Although UC edged the Blue and White in the first down
department 13-11, the Muskies outgained the 'Cats 221 yards
to 218. Again it was the passing game that carried the Xavier
attack, since all but 46 yards of the 221 total were garnered
through aerials.
We might have notified the gentleman who wrote the
UC-X headline in Sunday morning's Enquirer that "drub" is
defined by friend Webster as "To beat with a stick." The
headline writer either didn't see the game or is a.~3rd degree
Mason.
And finally, we might have notified the P.A. announcer
that las~ Saturday afternoon the final score of the XavierCincinnati game was not UC 23-DAYTON 14. He probably
didn't see the game either.

• • • • •

We thought it might be interesting to line-up the .four
traditional Southwest Ohio rivals, Xavier, UC, Miami and
Dayton in what would be their standings if a conference
between the four existed. Their records against each other
to date are in the first column and their overall record in the
second.
WLT
WLT
2-1·1
Cincinnati ...................................... ............ 1 • 0 • 1
3·2·0
Xavier .......................................................... 1 • 1 - 0
1-2·1
Dayton ........................................................ 0 • 0 • 1
2·1·0·
Miami .......................................................... O• 1 • 0

• • • • •

A bus excursion is being formed for next Saturday evening's tilt with the University of Dayton in Dayton. Interested
students should contact Andy Guschwan, Student Council
Athletic Chairman, as soon as possible.

• • • • •

Rumor is circulating that definite action is being taken
to line-up the UC intramural champion against the XU Oaken
Bucket winner.

Ex-Tackle Jack Gearding
New Muslieteer Line Coach.

IM ROUNDUP
. Elet Division
Elet I 19, Elet Annex H
Tourists 27, Lions 25
Saints 14, Tourists 6
Elet I 32, Marionnites 8
Elet Annex over Brains, Forfeit
Lions over Brains, Forfeit
Tourists over Marionnites
Saints over Elet ..
Brockman .Olvislon
D.S.B. 25, Brockman Campbell 2
Brockman Jacobs 26, Badgers 20
Erasers 25, Brockman Cowell 0
Badgers 39, Cecils 14
Stampers 15, D.S.B. 7
Stompers over Brockman Sengl
only in college) . In 1951 he was
starting tackle in the NorthSouth AU-Star game which was

by Joe Petrocelli
The quarterback for the Quantico Marines, Eddie LeBaron,
faded back to pass. As he turned around, all he could see
were the blue uniforms of the Musketeers. In trying to get
rid of the ball quickly, LeBaron's pass was deflected and spun
aimlessly in the air. An alert Xavier tackle picked the ball
out of the air and gaJloped through the Marines for a touch·
down. The tackle was Jack Gearding, who is now our new
line coach.

Jack was born November 19,
1927, across the river in Bellevue,
Ky. While playing his high
school footiball at Campbell
County High in Alexandria, Ky,
he was voted All Northern Kentucky Athletic Conference tackle.
He entered the army after
graduation and spent much of
his 18 months in Japan. Here
he played football for the 24th
Infantry Division w h e r e he
iained valuable experience for
his college career at Xavier.
In 1948, Jack entered Xavier
and four years later, he gradu·

ated with a degree in physical
education. During these 'four
years he, and the Xavier teams
on which he played, had a glorious record. The Muskies were
loaded with talent from 19491952 winning 27, losing 2, and
tieing 1. This included their
trip to Phoenix, Arizona in 1950
for ihe Salad Bowl Game which
they won 33-21.
Jack was noted for his defensive work at tackle, with his
greatest thrill coming when he
intercepted tthe Le Baron pass
and scored a T.D. (His first and

T offense. This combines the
power of the single wing with
the speed and deception of the·
Split-T.
The Ti tans already have
equaled last year's record in
win and they have better than
half of last season's ·total points
in these first three games.
Xavier will be hoping to even
the series at 1-1. Detroit beat
them 16-0 in 1936. Warning to
the Muskies: The Titans are
tough.
Detroit defeated Wichita 28-0
and the UC Bearcats barely edged
the . same ball club 19-13. Also
the football cards have placed
the Muskies as five-point underdogs, attesting to the respect
across the -nation for the revamped Titans who have doled
Rev. Edward O'Connor, S.I.
out full scholarships to 65 football players in the past two years. take over one of the new positions, Moderator of Athletics.
Father O'Connor was born in
Chicago in 1910. After receiving
.his education in Chicago schools,
he entered the Society of Jesus
and trained at the Milford diviBy· John Dumbacher
The pins are flying as the Mus- sion of Xavier University from
keteer Bowling League literally · which he received the Bachelor
started the ball rolling · for the of Arts degree in 1931. He later
first week of intra-league com- acquired his Master of Arts depetition last Monday. The Ran- gree at St. Louis University. He
gers and the Four Duds jumped was ordained to the priesthood
to an early lead as both teams at St. Mary's College, Kansas, in
were successful in capturing all 1941 and then joined the Univerthree games. The Rangers, led by sity of Detroit staff as Dean of
Jim Hoeing's 434 total, defeated Men.
Four Roses 3-0. Bill Malone was
MVC Preside~t
tops for Four Roses with a 431.
Father O'Connor's association
The Four Duds matched the with athletics at Detroit UniverRangers by taking their three sity began in 1945 when he was
from the Torrid Termites. Jim made Faculty Moderator of AthDusablon, posting a fine 197·190- letics. When Detroit joined the
189-576 total, was the standout Missouri Valley Conference he
for the Four Duds. Don Huber's became the University represen441 was high for the Termites.
tative to the Conference. The
In the tightest battle of the Conference elected him president
day. the Top Notchers, paced by in 1955.
Bill Dresmann's 563 and Bob
In his role as Moderator of
Dresmann's 522, whipped the Athletics, Father O'Connor will
Spartans twice while yielding the serve as an adviser on all policy
third in the thriller.
matters in the Athletic DepartTop single games for the day ment. He will watch over them
were Bob Dresmann's 211, Bill and see that their policies are
Dresmann's 198, and Jim Dusa- carried out according to the aims
blon's 197. The Top Notchers of the University. He will also
posted the highest total of the serve as Xavier's representative
afternoon, a 1989, including sin- in connection with other schools.
gles of 720 and 653. The Four
' When asked to convey his
Duds knocked down 1822, includ- opinions of Detroit University
ing. a 654 single.
and first impressions of Xavier,
he
stated these words, "I would
draft choice 'bY the Pittsburgh
Steelers. However, the Canadian be straying far from the .truth if
League was more promising and I said that I left the University
he played 1 ~ years there. He of Detroit without much· regret.
"In fifteen years there as dean
also coached Campbell County
High until he came to Xavier of men and eight as moderator
of athletics I made more friends
this year.
and
received more kindnesses
A big day in Jack's life came
on May 21, 1955, when he mar- than I ever deserved to make or
ried Margaret Froelicher, who receive.
Xavier A Success
lived on Stacey Avenue in nearby Evanston. Another happy
"At the University of Detroit
occasion occurred a .b o u t 10 I do not know whether the Titans
months ago when he became the could be said .to have really
proud father of twin girls.
prominent national recognition
I asked the coach to give us or fame in the athletic world, but
a few opinions of football nowa- athletics there received the proper
days. He said that he thinks it attention, were kept in their
takes a 1better all-around player proper place and did good for
to play the game as it is today. the athletes themselves and for
"Desire and determination to get the student body. The associathe job done are two of the main tions I had with the Titan ath·
facors that make a good line- letes, the coaches and other ath·
man," stated ,the coach.
letic personnel, have been some
I am sure '-that our new line ot the most pleasant of my life.
coach, Jack Gearding, had this
"My impressions. of the student
desire and determination be· tJody at Xavier, from the few I
cause he was truly
lineman, have met, are very favorable and
first class.
I am 1ure that with the pUAle

only loss in three games has been
to the United States Air Force
Academy (19-12). This game, as
the score indicates, was not a
runaway for the Academy.
A veteran pair of ends, Dick
Chapman and John Maciejewski,
will oppose Xavier's Tom Krebs
and Capt. Bob Young. Tackle
mates Arty DelConte and Joe
Schroeder will find themselves
facing two rather hefty opponents in the persons of John
· Digens and Dick White. Veterans
Jim Bushell and Russ Goings will
be opposed by a pair of two'-ten
plus sophomores named Emerson
Dromgold and Anthony Sterlitz.
Gene Terry and John Carroll,
both seniors, will battle it out
at the center spot in the line.
Backfield wise, Xavier will
probably be going with Jerry
Casper (QB), Tom Riley (RH),
Terry Meyer (LH), and Faust
Coyle (FB). They will be opposed
by a flashy back named Billy
Russell, who in .'55 was All MVC.
This is the lad on whose questionable ankles may ride the
Titan season. Al Korpak will
probably go at left half and Russell at right. Dave Paden, a junior, may start at fullback and
Bill Danda, a junior, will more
than likely go at quarterback.
Last year was quite a disap.pointing season for coach Wally
Fromhart, who was voted 1955
MVC "Coach of the Year." The
team had very good spirit but
hard luck seemed to hit from all
sides. This team had the fewest
yards rushing in the bistoey of

Jack Geardlar
played in the Orange Bowl. The
South triumphed 26·13. Jack had
the distinction of beinl the No. 4

Rangers, 4 Duds
Siveep Openers
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pose UD Titans Bearcats
)'Connor Assumes Position
·aderator of XV Athletics
by Jack Adam
signation of Athletic Director Al Stephan brought
mge in the athletic department of Xavier Univer~ovided for the creation of two new administrative
Edward J. O'Connot, S.J., no relative of the Xavier
.vas recently appointed to the Xavier staff and will
... ::

:"•

·~~···

. :····:·.'.. : ·.
·--~ ~.

,:;

of time it will become an even
happier home than it already is.
"The athletic department here
is running a balanced and profitable program and has met with
distinct success in the "win"
column of their intercollegiate
contests. Xavier has come into
the national spotlight in football
and basketball. A certain sign of
this is the reluctance of some
"name" teams to risk their reputation and their record by engaging the Musketeers."
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Tourneys Planned
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A pair of tournaments, one
horseshoe pitching and the other
tennis, have been arranged by
Don Ruberg, intramural director.
The horseshoe tournament will
be held from Oct. 28 to Nov. 8
in both singles and doubles at
times convenient to participants.
The tennis tourney is slated
also to "begin on the 28th and is
a one and out competition. Monogram winners are ineligible.
Matches will be held from 3: 30
to 5:30.
Anyone interested in either
sport is requested to contact
Coach Ruberg at Jim McCafferty's office in the fieldhouse
anytime between Oct. 21 and 24.
In the event that Ru berg is· out,
slip your name, phone number,
room or home address under the
door.

Deep School Spi1·it Shines At X's
Left End In Senior Star Krebs

Claw Way
To Victory Over x

By Bob Novak
The unlit lamp, publicity-wise, on this year's first unit is Tom
Krebs. To see Tom's quiet silhouette making its way towards
the. cafeteria in the first hour of the autumn's night, you
would never think that it was he who snatched a touchdown
pass from a maze of Bearcats' paws. Although his name usually
appears in fine print l.n the "who-scored-what" at th'e bottom
of the page, it looms in black letters for the scouts in the
press box. But as Tom puts it, "There's a lot more to football
than the publicity. Self-satisfaction is just as important."

By Jack Gardner
The day, though sunny, was very dark indeed for the followers
of the Musketeers as they succumbed before their crosstown
rivals, the Cincinnati Bearcats by the score of 23 to 14. It was
a hard fought and. well played contest that was witnessed by
some 28,000 fans.

Cincinnati won 'the toss and
elected to receive. Xavier de.fended the North goal and the
long awaited game was on. Both
teams failed to move the ball on
their first series from scrimmage.
Following a Xavier punt, U.C.
began to move the ball goalward
which was highlighted by a brilliant 26 yard run around left end
by Kovac for that all important
first score. Smith converted and
we fell behind by 7 points.
Late in the first period a DeVincentis kick put the ball on
our own 34. We gained 15 via a
penalty before Ralph Lane hit
Danny Boyle with a 17 yard
down-and-out pass to the Bearcat 34 as the quarter ended.
On the first play Casper handeel off to Meyer who fired deep
to Tom Krebs who took the ball
away from two would-be defenders for 6 big points. Casper con·
verted and we had a tie ball
game. Moments later Meyer
pounced on a U.C. fumble at
midfield, for the big break if we
could capitalize. Casper hit Meyer with an 8 yard pass, and we
· seemed to be rolling. Between
the little guy from Purcell and· a
15 yard penalty we moved the
pigskin to a first down on the
14. At this point the highly regarded Bearcat forward wall began to live up to expectations as
they stopped the Muskies c;old
for what might be termed as the
"tide turner." The 'Cats in their
own back yard failed to move
the ball, but a .booming kick by
DeVincentis put the ball on our
24. Lane hit Silvati for a 21 yard

pass. Two plays later Wessel
fumbled the ball over to the
Bearcats. Jack Lee, passing brilliantly, hit Johnson with thrali!
consecutive passes, our only defensive lapse of the day. Frora
the 2 Maroney dove in for 'the
score. Smith converted and at
halftime the scoreboard was the
bearer of bad news, 14 to 7.
Midway through the third
period Sereika was trapped in
tile end zone for a safety which
sealed our doom, making the
score 16 to '7. In the final stanza,
however, Casper hit Tom Krebs
for 15 yards. On the next play
Casper, being rushed, lobbed a
pass to Sereika who turned on
the steam and shook off no less
than 5 would-be tacklers and
ran 55 yarcls down the side line
to tighten the game considerably.
Casper made good on the conversion attempt. You could almost sense that the fans were
bracing themselves for another
one of those big 4th quarters.
But it wasn't to be. The Bearcats
took the ball and Bertram, running exclusively, moved it to the
one .where he fumbled the ball
over to a heads-up Danny Boyle.
We had one chance as time was
running out. Meyer ran for 15
but on that next play a Casper
pass fell into the arms of Morrison who returned it to the 2
yard line. Then it was felt for
the first time that the Xavier
Chimes were not to ring on that
Saturday afternoon. On fourth
down Morrison carried it over
and the 1957 intra-city rivalry
was history.

l_

Tom Krebs
The most important hobby in
Tom's life right now and for the
rest of his life is pleasing his
"new proctor." The big date was
last June the eighth. And the
former Pat Fasciano from Tom's
hometown of Cleveland became
Mrs. Krebs with all the fussing
and bussling that goes to make
up a big wedding. How does it
feel to switch from dorm student to husband. Tom's answer,
"In effect I'm still a dorm student, living just across from the
cafeteria. However, I've a much
better looking proctor nowi" We
might wonder where on earth he
gets the time to play foptball

and to major in accounting and
"marriage." He claims that his
schedule is full, but he takes the
necessary time for each.
Lack of Oomph
When I asked Tom about the
sore spot in ' last Saturday's
game, he thought it was "Xavier's lack of oomph and drive at
times when tthey needed it the
most." In reference to the man
he played against, Gene Johnson,
Tom said that he never makes
a point of finding out the nam~
of the fella across from him.
I'm only interested in his actions
on the field."
Competition Keen
Seeing that this year is the
finale of his football and academic career at Xavier, I asked
Tom what the most important
thing was tha he had learned at
X. He complimented' the university in this fashion, "The classroom competition is as keen as
that on the \gridiron." From the
negative angle "I feel that the·
hing most sorely lacking at X
is school spirit-as compared to
the spirit of "fair weather" fans.
There's no need to ask Tom
what he's bequeathing to Xavier,
when he leaves its hills and
dales, its ·multi-tinted leaves in
the fall and its rainy days in
the spring. Tom's academic record and his "never-say-die" TD
reception last Saturday speak
louder than does this typewriter.
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Twice as many filter traps as the
other two largest-selling f~lter brands!
Compare! Only Viceroy gives you 20,000 filter trapsIW/ce as ma11y as the other two largest-selling filter

brands-for that smoother taste!
Plus-finest-quality leaf tobacco, Deep-Cured golden
brown for extra smoothness!
Oet Viceroy! Oet 20,000 filter traps, for smoother taster
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(Continued from Column 2)
and congratulate me with "Quick
thinking, lad!" or "What a stroke
of genius!" but no one said anything-maybe because we lost
By Mike Marlclewlc•
the game. Anyway, I was still
Last Monday The News sent freshman reporter Mike Markie- pleased with myself.
w'icz to a meeting of the student co1mcil· in an effort to aee just what · I could go on and on givin1
a freshman's opinion of student council would be.-Ed.
instances of my quick thinking,
but you know what I mean. lt'a
Every Spring an annual pilgrimage takes place. Thousands of just one of those things. SomeBy John Shanahan
students arrive in our nation's capitol by plane, train, and bus times I see my reflection in a
to learn first-hand the workings of our Federal Government. shop window, or in a mirror and
It
is also evident that city government is of great interest to I say, "You might not be uely,
Today's column briefly studies what is, perhaps, the most
but you sure are a quick thinker."
difficult form of writing. We have been granted permission the students, as sometime during the course of the school year I always was.
the students elect some fortunate
by the publishers, Smith and Psmith, to print the following classmate "mayor for a day",
excerpts from the fprthcoming Song of Me, an autobiography. thus permitting the student to
Unfortunately, we cannot reveal the author's identity, as theie learn first-hand just how· city
book is not yet in general circulation. The one excerpt is taken government operates. It is therefrom the author's introductory remarks; the other is found fore quite natural that the Freshin one of the better chapters of the book.
man Class at Xavier is tremen(By the 1luthor oj "Rally Round Ille Flag, Boys!" etc.)
Author's Preface
very loud. I looked up inertly .to dously interested in knowing
I am attempting what is, per- see the "96", a very fast freight, just how· the student governin1
haps, the most difficult form of bearing down on me. Hmmmm, body of , their University operwriting-autobiography. It is a hmmmm. Without the slightest ates. This is even of greater inLast week we passed along some fashion hints for
man's own version of his life. hesitation I thought to myself, terest than usual on the .eve of
coeds. Today we will do the same for college men.
In it the writer must see himself "Use your feet, and save your the Freshmen elections.
The most important thing to remember, gentlemen,,
as he is, neither better nor head." And I did. I felt the heat
At 1:30 on Monday afternoons
i1 to dress with verve, with dash, with inventiveness. ·
worse. Frankly, I realized from of the engine as the "96" flew a group of students meet in North
Don't be imprisoned by the traditional conservatism
the beginning that over estima- by. That's what I meant by quick Hall who play a very impor.tant
of men's clothing. Brighten up your appearance with
tion, on my part, was unlikely. thinking. Calm, cool and col- part in campus life. These men
a single earring, or a cavalry saber, or a gold derby.
·
lected, yes sir.
But on the other hand, I did
from Xavier's student council,
worry about underrating myself,
Then there was that football whose job it is to promote stuuntil a friend assured me I incident in high school. I was dent activities and to encourage
playing defensive left halfback and exemplify the fine ideals for
could never do that.
Therefore, I feel that Song of against Lakeside, the visiting which Xavier has always been
Me is ·basically sound, that it is team. They ran a "sweep." Our recognized.
objective and honest. I only hope other hafback tackled the •ball
As a freshman sitting in on the
you enjoy reading it as much carrier and I was watching them October 14 meeting, it seemed
get up when . . . whomp . . . I to me that student affairs are in
as I enjoyed living it.
picked myself up and saw a quite capable hands. 'Each memChapter XVI
Lakeside player trot ,back to ber of student council seemed
Not to blow my horn, you the huddle. Could he throw a sincerely devoted to the betterunderstand, but I always was block! On the next two plays ment of the university. In workrather a quick thinker. Take the the same end smashed me to the ing towards this goal they operHowever, guard against gaudiness. If, for instance,
time I worked in the railroad ground. It was beginning to grind ate just as efficiently and just a.a
you are wearing a gold derby, do not also wear a cavalry
me. On fourth down . they effectively as the council of any
yard for instancesaber~ This is too much. Wear a dagger instead, or, for
plunged.
I saw the play stop at. municipal government. iE a c h
formal occasions, a bowie knife.
I was a yard clerk, or at least
Let us turn now to a persistent rumor that a garthat's what it said on the time- the line of scrimmage; then I member had his own job to do,
ment called the "suit" is on the verge of making a
slip. Walking, nothing but walk- noticed this big, dumb end thun- and did it to the best of his abilcomeback. Some of you older students may remember
ing. Walk up the yard ... walk dering toward me. He didn't ity. At the council meetin1s he
this "suit." It was an ensemble consisting of a jacket
down the yard . . . walk up the know the play was over. What is almost certain to get suggesand trousers, both of which-this'll kill you-both of .
yard . . . One day the yard- could I do? There wasn't any tions from several other memwhich were made out of the same material!
master took me aside and ad- sense in getting knocked down bers of the council. As anyone
The last "suit" ever seen on an American campus
vised me to use my head and again. There was no way to tell can tell by reading the miDutes
him the play was over. I couldn't of the meeting, or by attending
was in 1941-and I ought to know because I was
save my feet.
outrun him. What would you
wearing it. I was a:n undergraduate then, and in love
"Use your. head, and save have done? Well, you know what one of the meetings 'which are
-hopelessly in love with a beauteous statistics major
open
to
the
pU!blic,
they
accomyour feet." he said.
I did? I jumped behind the plish quite a bit.
named
Harry Sigafoos. (She is one of the two girls I
It was an old clerking adage. referee.
have ever known named Harry. 1'he other one is her
can
all
be
proud
of
our
We
After work that evening, I
After the game I felt smug. I
·
sister.)
started thinking about it; thought waited for everyone to run up student council and the work it
I loved Harry madly, though her expensive tastes
is
doing,
and
all
can
show
this
about i for hours. I made sense,
were the ruin of me. Bit by bit I sold off my belong(Continued in Column 5)
by backing its future projects.
all right. "In other words," I
ings to pursue this costly courtship-first my hooks,
concluded, "Exercise your mind
then my clothes, until finally I was left with nothing\
-use your imagination, and your
to
wear but a "suit". One night I came calling for her
For Meals at Home •••
feet won't hurt." It was a matin this garment and she, of course, slashed me across
ter of psychology. Keep your
,
the face with a riding crop and sent me from her door.
FOi' lunches at Worlr or Scltool .••
mind off your feet. Profound.
·I slunk home and lit a Marlboro and sat down to
As you might know, I was
think. I always light a Marlboro when I sit down to
quite proud of myself for solvthink, for their good mild flavor is a great aid to cereing the thing. I wondered if
bration. I always light a Marlboro when I don't sit
anyone else had; On the followdown to .think, too, because Marlboro is my favorite
ing day I asked the other clerks'
cigarette, and I know it will be yours, too, once you
if they knew what the adage,
make the acquaintance of that filter, that flavor, that
(with Vitamin D)
"Use your head, and save your
fliptop box. As the man says, you get a lot to like with
a Marlboro.
·
.feet" meant. Well, they went
Well, sirs, smoking and thinking thus, my eye hapinto some drivel about planning
1hey can't be beat as Healthful food
pened to fall- on an ad in a campus newspaper which
ahead and saving steps and I
and Refreshing Dessert I At your Favorite
said: "WIN A COMPLETE WARDROBE! Touhy's
couldn't help laughing at them.
Food Store I For Home Delivery call CHerry
Toggery, the campus's leading men's store, announces
I just stood there and laughed.
1·5880. or ask your French-Bauer driverl
a contest to pick the best-dressed man on campus. The
What positive boobs!
winner will receive absolutely free a complete new
~
I
lllTll DAll'I PIODUCIS SIG Ila
In the next few months I
wardrobe!"
~~I "ltoo.mno_,.tou•the,,..tr•
took quick advantage of the
Struck by a sudden inspiration, I took pen in hand
yardmaster's advice. Sure enough
and
wrote a letter to Mr. Touhy of Touhy's Toggery:
as long as I kept my mind off
"Sir-I see by the paper that you are giving a com.;.
my work, my feet didn't bother
plete new wardrobe to the best-dressed man on cam-·
me. It was great. While I walked
pus. What a ridiculous idea!
up and down the yard I would
"Obviously~ to be the best-dressed man on campus,
-~
think about everything-sports,
you must first have a lot of clothes, and if you have a
Latin derivations, shaggy dogs,
lot of clothes, what do you need with another wardrobe?
everything •but railroading. It
"Touhy's Toggery should give a new wardrobe to
seemed rather wrong because I
the worst-dressed man on campus. Me, for instance.
was getting paid to walk, not to
I am an 'eyesore. 1'here isn't a crow in town that will
think, but it did make the time
come near me. Three times this month the Salvation
pass,- and was huge fun.
Army salvage truck has picked me up. · Esquire has
canceled mr, subscription.
U happened one bright after"I submit that a vote for me is a vote for reason, a
noon in October, as I recall. You
vote for equity, a vote for the American way!"
know how the sound of your
' With a flourish I signed the letter and sent it off,
alarm enters into your dreams,
..........
LLC.WTlflll
1VDY
DAY
4
P.
II.
'tlll
somehow feeling certain that very soon I would be
just before you wake up-well,
14111, 'tlll
1
wearing a complete new wardrobe.
IA.II.
I was crossing the yard, dayAnd I was right-because two weeks later I was
dreaming about something or
drafted.
. o Maa Bhlllmu, 1vo1
"GONDOLA"
other, and heard this faint humAlwa111
fa1hlonable.
alwa111
correct
for
an11
occa1ton, 11. the
ming sound, like "hmmmm,
brl•hl rftl and 1Dhlte lllp-top box of Marlboro•. made for
hmmmm." It didn't disturb me
plea1ur• b11 the 1pontor1 of thl1 column.
at first, but it 1ot louder; then-
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By Tom Li11erman, Mililary Corre1pondenl

PR Convention
This weekend representatives
of Pershing Rifles here at Xavier
will attend the national convention at John Carroll University
In Cleveland. The 150 colleges
having PR units will be represented at these discussions of the
national groups policies, activities, choosing of national officers,
and picking a national queen of
P.R. Saturday night there will be
a banquet and dance for all the
delegates to make the convention
more enjoyable.
Xavier's delegates are William
- 0. Bertlesman, Captain; William
E. Mountel, Training Officer; and
Gerald Huber, Adjutant.

total. Challenges have been sent
to schools all over the mid-west.
There will be both individual
and team records fired with
trophies awarded to the top
three r4?cords in each class.
Match Chairman, Bob Schnee, is
making arrangements for this
event.
The Rifle Club has planned a
very active year with numerous
social events, competitive shooting, and a bang-up float for the
Homecoming Parade. How about
becoming part of this organiza·
tion?
f"•
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LAUNDRY
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3616 Montgomef)' Road
EVANSTON
One Block South of Dana
A Few Blocks North
Of The 0011111
~acbelor Service
Fluff Dr1 Bundles
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MANUFACTURING

TUX
SALE

Sodality Sponsors l111prove1nents Seen
Rosary Recitation In Arntory Project

by Pat Kirwin
=
Xavier Senior Sodality met
= The
weekly
last Monday night for

!

THE SHIRT

"Hams Wanted"
The Radio Club has been organized this year and ls more
active than ever. They are now
in the process of building a '25·
watt transmir.er which will
enable them to communicate all
over the world. They are also
establishing a schedule with the
MARS network (Military Affili·
ate Radio System) which will
enable them to send radiogram
messages all over the world.
Being very ·modern, they have
been monitoring the Russian sattelite among their other activities.
At present the members are
Clarence Muellem'an KN9JEX,
Bob Conrad W8SCK, John Hugentober W8ESK, John Maier
W8AUV, Jim Mueller W8QIZ,
Ed Schmidt W8MWY, .and Don
Sherman.
The Radio Club has a lot to ·
offer Xavier too. First, they will
send radiogram messages at NO
CHARGE for anyone to anywhere. All you 'have to do to
avail yourself of this service is
to contact one of the members in
their "shack" in the Armory.
Secondly, they are giving courses
in Radio Theory and the Morse
code which will enable one to
pass the exams for a "Ham"
license. If you are interested in
the latter also, contact a member
in the "shack."
'-
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New
Perfect
Coat and Trousers
LA N,.D EN
608 Vine
PA 1-7345
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gatherings at Science Hall. At
this meeting, the schedule of
upcoming activities was discussed
and the committee chairmen met
with their members for the first
time this year.
Spiritual Activities chairman
Paul Grib strongly urged all
students to participate in the
daily rosary at 11: 30 in front
of the shrine of Our Lady.
Sodality moderator Fr. Wenzel
announced that the Kick-Off
Kapers dance which was sponsored by the Sodality after the
U.C. game had been a great
•success. There were approximately 475 couples in attendance.
He also expressed the desire that
the dance may become a traditional affair.

Another has been added to the
list of campus improvements of
Xavier University in the past
year. This step forward is the
remodeling of the Armory drill
hall, which apart from being
used for Military Science, is the
scene of many dances, lectures,
and convocations. At the present time operations are under
way which will provide the drill
hall with a large $9000 heating
and ventilating unit. This will be
composed of two big fan units,
with eight openings in the ceiling
which will silently pump into the
hall a continuous flow of fresh
air. This system, plus the rafters
which have always stood out like
a sore thumb from the ceiling,
will be hidden by the addition of
a false roof, at a cost of $4000.

May Tirey Rest In Peace
Sympathy ls extended to Fr.
Raymond W. Allen, S.S., chair·
man .of the mathematics department, on the death of his brother
Henry M. Allen of Phoenix, Arizona.

Sympathy ls also expressed to
Sophomore Bob Carr, reporter on
the Xavier News Staff, whose
mother died this week. Prayers
are asked for the repose er her
soul .

Busy Rifles
The Xavier R.O.T.C. Rifle Club
held it;s first monthly social meetin& of the year on Oct. 3. Approximately 60 members were
present which was an excellent
turnout for the first meeting.
There was a short business meeting followed by two movies and
refreshments.· There were forty
freshmen present at the meeting.
Any others who are interested,
come up to the Rifle Range any
time that it is open and join.
This year, for the first time, a
freshman rifle team is being organized. This will give all freshmen a chance to do a little trav·
eling and competitive shooting.
At present, groundwork Is belnl
laid for the largest invitational
match this University has ever
seen. It Is tentatively planned to
make this match an annual affair.
The Invitational wlll take place
on Nov. 22 and 23 In the Armory
Rifle Rang'e. The participants will
consist of 20 teams with 120 man

••
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Typewriter Sales and Rentals
Standards and Portables
By week or month
STUDENT SPECIAL
Typewriter, clean, oU, adJuat
and ribbon - S'UO
Call PArkwaJ 1~501Z

Central TypeM'iter Co.
Mt Main Street

''In a big company, a you·ng man
can get to tackle ·big jobs''
"The thing that has impressed me most in my two
years at General Electric," says 28-year-old Yusuf A.
Yoler, manager of Aerodynamics Laboratory Investigations, "is the challenging opportunity open to
young people here. My field is guided-missile research
- the nation's top-priority defense job. Because of
the scope of the company's research and development
program, I've had the opportunity to work with technical experts in many related fields. And I've seen
at first hand the responsibility which General Electric
has .given to younger men - proof to me 'that in a
big company a young man can get to tackle big jobs!'
The research being done by Dr. Yusuf A. Yoler is
lipiftcant not only to himself, but to General Electric
and the security of the nation as well. At present, the
company is participating as a prime contractor on
t;bree of the four long-range ballistic missiles pro-

gramed by the U.S. government. Yoler, who is playing an important role in this work, directed the design
and development of the world's largest hypersonic
shock tunnel - a device which will "test-fty" missile
nose cones at speeds over 15,000 mph.
Progress in research and development - as well as
in every other field of endeavor-depends on how well
young minds meet the challenge of self-development.
At General Electric there are more than 29,000 college graduates, each of whom is given the opportunity
tO develop to his fullest abilities. In this way, we believe, everybody benefits - the individual, the company, and the country.

l+ogms Is°"' Mos1 lmpomnl Rotlwl

GENERAL

ft ELECTRIC
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to be the Xavier's Honorary
Majorette."
.
The band marched in the Holy
Name Parade last Sunday. At
Crosley Field it accompanied the
mass choir in the Benediction
Hymns and "Holy God." This
week, work was begun on the
half-time show for the X.U.-Dayton game. An interesting program
is promised.
·

Jac~son

Papers

Dr. John J. Whealen, assistant
professor of history, is editing
the 'notable collection of letters
by Andrew Jackson and his contemporaries that are in the Xavier library. The correspondence
representing an exchange of letters between Moses Dawson,
early Cincinnati newspaper editor, and leading figures of the
Jacksonian era is. to be published
by the Ohio Philosophical and
Historical Association. According
to Dr. Whealen, this collection is
not generally known to Jacksonian scholars and he expects
that their publication will excite
conslderable interest. The collection was given to Xavier in
1936 by Mr. Joseph DeBar.

Too Important To ForgetThe tremendous value of milk as a natural

CHICO'S
ITALIAN AND AMERICAN
FOOD
3831 MONTGOMERY BD.
I Minutes From Xavier

(One Block South of Dana)

Bffenon 1-9188

.

VIEWS and REVIEWS
(Continued from Page 2)
dents who butted into the commercials. One of these J. Pressclad · slobs was mouthing something about progress as an end
and how thankful we ought to
be to Jersey Standard. I was
thankful . . . as soon as he got
off the set there was a Ronald
Searle cartoon. It was nice.

energy restoring food makes it an essential

Bonnie Heimann
Bonnie has made many appearances on local television, and on
these programs has acquired 3
watches and numerous other
prizes for her talent.
The polio fund drive at Crosley Field and Cincinnati Garden
were other scenes where Bonnie
thrilled her audience with her
spectacular baton work.

m every student's diet.

H. MILLER DAIRY CO., INC.
656 East McMillan

A new idea in smoking...

WOodburn 1-2474
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Salem refreShes your taste

• menthol fresh
• rich tobacco taste
• most modern filter
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Refreshing! Yes, t~e smoke of a Salem is as refreshing to your taste as a dew·
sparkled Spring morning is to you! Now get the rich tobacco taste you love, with
~ new surprise softness and easy comfort. Through Salem's pure-white modern
fiJter ftows the freshest taste in cigarettes. You take a puff ••• it's. Springtime!
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Smoke refreshed . .. Smoke Salem
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